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The proposed United Aspiration is intended to raise awareness and understanding within the 

global community of the escalating climate and ecological collapse and our role in causing this 

breakdown.  It is intended that the mass media will host a public discussion preceding the 

ratification, this will give them the opportunity to explain the significant scientific concepts 

on which the wording is based.  For the United Aspiration to be effective we shall need all 

those who have adequate the mental capacity to understand the scientific insights listed here: 

1. Global Ecological Overshoot 

2. The IPAT equation i.e Environmental Impact = Population * Affluence * Technology 

3. Familiarity with the data in the Overshoot Index from the Global Footprint Network 

4. The Jevons Paradox which warns us that if our use of technology is not carefully 

selected it will get us further into our predicament 

5. The recently peer-reviewed and published Bystroff demographic model which models 

how our behaviour will affect our average life-expectancy as the ecological collapse 

plays out.   There are other ecological prediction models of this kind, however 

compared to the climate prediction models this science is still in its infancy.  It is 

irrefutable that our previously well-established methods of extrapolating natality and 

mortality rates do not take account of the Sixth mass extinction event. 

Figure 4 from the Bystroff research is shown here, it warns us that persisting with ‘business-

as-usual’ is likely to precipitate a massive reduction in life-expectancy from now on: 

 

Once these five scientific resources are widely shared and understood the choice of wording 

in the Aspiration becomes apparent.  The United Aspiration will take us beyond religious and 

political divisions, uniting us in a common purpose to move away from the destructive 

paradigm of economic growth and inspiring voluntary rapid degrowth. 

https://secure.avaaz.org/community_petitions/en/the_united_nations_a_universal_aspiration_to_reinstate_ecological_balance/?rc=fb&utm_source=sharetools&utm_medium=facebook&utm_campaign=petition-1229547-a_universal_aspiration_to_reinstate_ecological_balance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJtrMMa4VOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJtrMMa4VOM
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0247214
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jul/04/biodiversity-loss-could-wreck-the-global-financial-system-and-its-only-a-matter-of-time
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The launch of this concept into the public domain needs to facilitate a journey to a higher 

level of emotional maturity for the global community.  Our coercive consumer culture has 

created a culture that concentrates on the well-being of the individual rather than our 

collective well-being.  For our race to survive and thrive this perspective will need to change, 

for we cannot mitigate the situation without courage and sacrifice on a global scale. For this 

reason the introductory article to the concept has been written with a powerful emotional 

flavour. Discussion about the concepts that underpin the Aspiration need to achieve the 

following objectives: 

 Global awareness that runaway climate and ecological collapse is underway, as 

tipping points such as melting ice-caps and deforestation are accelerating much faster 

than expected.  Dangerous feedback loops are now getting established, the recent 

heat-dome in Northwest Pacific is an example of extremes that will become more and 

more frequent.  It is not realistic to expect that we can avoid collapse. 

 Global awareness that the three key drivers of the collapse are a) the size of the 

human population, b) the way that we use our affluence, c) the way that we use our 

technology.  Therefore our wise use of free-choice is key within the Aspiration. 

 Global awareness that humanity is exacerbating the situation by persisting with the 

economic growth paradigm, and recognising the need for rapid voluntary degrowth. 

 Collective willingness to lower our expectations and maximise our efforts to enable 

our species to survive this century and to keep the planet habitable in the longer term 

both for humankind and the rich biodiversity that had existed until recent decades.   

 Collective emotional maturity to face the reality of this predicament without resort 

to divisive emotions like hate and blame. Instead to channel our fear positively, 

developing courage and ingenuity to change our behaviours to work collectively 

towards our common aspiration of shrinking our ecological impact rapidly. We also 

need to express our remorse and to seek forgiveness from those worst affected, and 

to endeavour to alleviate their suffering.  

 Recognition that some of the UN Sustainable Development goals fail to recognise the 

physical limits of our world.  In particular SDG8 which promotes economic growth. 

In this way it is hoped that the discussion preceding the ratification will inspire the global 

community to alter current attitudes and behaviours radically, enabling us to collectively 

recognise the reality of the existential threats that are now escalating daily in our 

environment, and thereby motivating us to maximise our mitigation efforts. 

The author of this proposal has written a book envisaging the type of changes that we might 

consider in the UK in order to maximise the mitigation of our predicament.  The book explains 

most of the scientific concepts that are key to understanding United Aspiration, and takes the 

reader on the emotional journey needed to acquire the emotional maturity to face the future 

with courage and wisdom. The material in the book and on the website are all written for the 

purpose of facilitating a cultural paradigm shift, initially in the UK. It will only need one G7 

country to lead the world in a wiser direction.  The book is free to download from this link.  

https://poemsforparliament.uk/our-last-resource/
https://poemsforparliament.uk/sdg18/
https://poemsforparliament.uk/
https://poemsforparliament.uk/sufo/
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There are two powerful graphics that may help readers to grasp our predicament.  The one 

below was from the video from Global Footprint Network defining Ecological Overshoot.  In 

the annotation that has been added the term ‘carrying capacity’ refers to the point where our 

population was not having a significantly detrimental effect on our environment. 

 

 

The graphic below simply demonstrates how unrealistic our expectations are at the moment. 

 


